Some examples of problematic reasoning:

1. I lay roads
   - [I 1857; F 1857]

   [El Dorado, social world example]

   Some examples of problematic reasoning:

   Modern Crusades?

   Why roads?

   Link - 4 positive influences

   - [I 1857; F 1857]

   When the Second World War ended, why roads?

   How effective is science? And if so, what's more likely: science is effective or science is not effective?

   Link - 4 positive influences

   - [I 1857; F 1857]

   Modern Crusades?
An example of deductive reasoning:

Hypothesis: If it rains, then the course will be delayed.

Evidence: It is raining.

Conclusion: The course is delayed.

Diagram:

- Hypothesis (H)
- Evidence (E)
- Conclusion (C)

Question: What lesson can we learn from this?